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We show that if G is a e compact locally compact group with relatively 
compact conjugacy classes, then the enveloping C*-algebra C*(G) has a 
Hausdorff primitive ideal space. We also discuss some open problems and 
a partial converse result. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For any locally compact group G, one can define two (unitary) 
dual spaces. The first, G, usually called the dual space, is the set of 
equivalence classes of continuous, irreducible, unitary representations 
of G. The second, G*, which we might call the primitive dual space, 
is the set of primitive ideals of C*(G). These spaces (with the topo- 
logies described below) are closely related. It is known (see for 
example [5, 18.1.1 and 2.9.71) that the map rr t--t ker TT (where kern 
denotes the kernel of the extension of m to C*(G)) is a surjection of 
G onto G*. G* is naturally equipped with the Jacobson hull-kernel 
topology, and is always a To topological space. The Fell topology on 
G is the inverse image of the Jacobson topology under the map 
G -+ G*. In [6] Fell gave the following alternate description of this 
topology: Given a set S C G and rr E G, 7~ is in the closure of S if and 
only if there is a positive definite “coordinate” function associated 
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with n which is the uniform-on-compacta limit of positive definite 
“coordinate” functions associated with elements of S. G is a To space 
only when r t-+ ker 7r is injective, and in fact, G* is the universal To 
space associated with the topological space G. That is, every con- 
tinuous map from G into a T,, space factors uniquely through G*; 
concretely, one may obtain the universal T,, space of a topological 
space by identifying points x and y whenever {x]- = { JJ}- and then 
giving the resulting set the quotient topology. In the case of separable 
t i.e., second countable) groups, G is T,, if and only if G is type I, 
while G is Tl if and only if G is CCR. 
The question of when G is Hausdorff (as well as other questions 
relating to the topology of G) has been investigated recently in [2, 3, 
15, 181. Of course, if G is Abelian, or compact, then G is Hausdorff 
and in [12] it is shown that the same is true when G is compact modulo 
its center. Such groups, since their irreducible unitary representations 
are finite-dimensional, are always type I. Groups satisfying other 
compactness conditions (in the sense of [ll]) need not be type 1, 
however, so one needs to assume explicitly that G is type I to get 
conditions about G. It is known [15] that if G is a type I [Fc]- group 
(that is, the conjugacy classes in G are relatively compact), then G 
is Hausdorff. 
On the other hand, one would like results about G* which are 
independent of whether or not G is type I. When G is [FIA]- (that is 
G is both [FC]- and [SIN]-has both relatively compact conjugacy 
classes and a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1 invariant 
under inner automorphisms) one can show [18] that G* is naturally 
identified with a space X(G) of functions on G (the space of Godement 
characters of finite type), hence is a Hausdorff space. For an arbitrary 
[FC]- group, however, the space X(G) may be an insignificant portion 
of G*, even when G is type I (see, for example, Kaniuth [13]). Thus 
the problem of showing that G* is Hausdorff apparently lies somewhat 
deeper for [FC]- groups than for [FIA]- groups, The purpose of our 
paper is to prove that G* is indeed Hausdorff when G is an arbitrary 
(u-compact) [FCJ- group. 
The crucial part of our method (see Steps 3 and 4) is the proof of 
the assertion in the following special case: G contains the circle group 
T as a central subgroup, with quotient isomorphic to the direct product 
of a vector group and a discrete group. G decomposes into a direct 
sum of open and closed subspaces G, (n = 0, f l,...), where Gm = 
{rr E G: r(t) = PI,, for all t E U]. We show, roughly speaking, that each 
of these subspaces has a univeral To space G,* which is Hausdorff, 
by defining a continuous injection G,* + 6*, where 8 is a certain 
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[FIA]- group associated with G (actually, we carry this out for n = 1, 
since the other steps permit a reduction to the case 71 = 1). The case 
for general groups G is reduced to this special case by means of 
Mackey’s theory in [17]. 
Our notation, and general results about representations, are from 
[5] and [17]. A n informal summary of the Mackey theory, cocycle 
representations, and the like may be found in the introduction to [I]. 
Results and definitions concerning groups with compactness con- 
ditions ([SIN], [FC]-, etc.) are from [ll]. 
2. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
THEOREM. Let G be a u compact [Fe]-group. Then G* = Prim C*( G) 
is Hausdor-. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a u second countable type I [FC]- group. Then e 
is Hausdorfl. 
We first reduce to the case of G second countable. In [8] it is shown 
that every u compact group is the projective limit of second countable 
groups (Corollary A.10) and that every cyclic representation of a u 
compact group is on a separable Hilbert space (Lemma 2.2) and, 
hence, lives on one of the approximating second countable groups 
(Corollary A.12). Furthermore, for any locally compact group L with 
compact normal subgroup K, the orthogonality relations imply that 
fill? is an open and closed subspace of A, and, hence, (L/K)* is an 
open and closed subspace of L *. Thus, we have that any (T compact 
[FC]- group G is the projective limit of second countable [FC]- 
groups and hence-assuming the truth of the theorem in the second 
countable case-that G* is the directed union of open and closed 
Hausdorff subsets. Thus, G* would be Hausdorff. 
The proof of the theorem in the second countable case is divided 
into several steps. In the first step we show that G* is the disjoint 
union of open and closed subsets, each of which is homeomorphic to 
a subset of H* for a somewhat simpler type of [FC]- group H. We 
shall, therefore, be able to concentrate on the simpler situation con- 
cerning the group H. 
Step 1. First we recall ([15, Section 21 and [20]) that G satisfies an 
exact sequence (1) -+ K -+ G --f E --+ (l), where K is a compact 
subgroup, and E is an [FI.A]- group; more precisely, E is the direct 
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product of a vector group V and a discrete FC group D. Since R is 
discrete, K is regularly embedded in G, and we obtain all of G by the 
Mackey procedure [17]. F ix n E R, and let H be the open stability 
subgroup of 7~ in G. Let A,, denote the space of those representations in 
A which restrict on K to multiples of 7, and let G- denote the space 
of those representations in G whose restrictions to K are concentrated 
in the G-orbit of 7~. If UT denote the induced representation of T from 
H to G, then we know from the Mackey theory that (1) the map 
T t+ UT is a bijection between Z?,, and G,, , and (2) G is the disjoint 
union of Gn , as we let 7~ vary over a set of representatives for the G- 
orbits of R. Using the orthogonality relations for K, it is easy to check 
that each GV is open (hence each is also closed) in G. In order to show 
that G* is Hausdorff, it will evidently be enough to show that the 
image of an arbitrary G,, in G* is Hausdorff; equivalently, it will be 
enough to show that the universal T,, image of G, is Hausdorff. The 
next lemma is a modification of an argument of Baggett [3, Lemma 5.21. 
LEMMA 1. The map T++ UT: I?, -+ t?:, is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. The continuity of the map T I-+ UT is proved in [7, 
Theorem 4.21. Now let T be a fixed element of A, . By [16, Theorem 
7.11 UT IH is the direct sum of representations “V, where “V is the 
representation of H obtained by taking TX (the conjugate of T by x), 
restricting to H n x-lHx, and inducing up to H. Moreover, each “V 
is determined to within equivalence by the double coset HxH. On the 
other hand, each “V IK is itself the direct sum of representations flh, 
where h varies in H. In fact, by the same theorem, “V IK is the sum 
of representations of the form hW, where hW is the representation of 
K obtained by taking the representation (TX IHnz-lHz)B and restricting 
to K n h-l(H n a+ Hx)h = K. Therefore, hW = Txh jK = tzflh, 
where n E N u {co}. Moreover, rxh is equivalent to V, for some h, if 
and only if x E H. Hence, for x E H, “V IK is a multiple of r, and for 
x E G\H, “V IK is disjoint from rr. 
We show, now that the map T c-t UT is closed. Assume T E & , 
9’ C B,, is closed, and let UT be in the closure of {U”: S E 9”). Then 
{Us IH : S E 91 weakly contains UT IH (restriction obviously respects 
uniform-on-compacta limits of associated positive definite functions), 
and UT JH contains T. Therefore, T is weakly contained in (3cVs : x E G, 
S E 9}, where for each S E Y, the “V, are the representations of H 
arising in US IH as above. Let + be a normalized positive definite 
function associated with T. Then 4 is approximated uniformly on 
compacta of H by a sequence #n of normalized positive definite 
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functions associated with (“V, : S E Y, x E G}. (See [5, 3.4.2(ii) and 
13.5.21). We show that for n sufficiently large, $, is actually associated 
with (ZVs : S E 9, x E H). In fact, suppose & is associated with 
“V, , where x E G and S E 9’. Then by our previous remarks $,I K 
is associated with some multiple of n or some discrete direct sum of 
conjugates of rr disjoint from n, accordingly as x E H or x E G\H. 
Also by hypothesis + ( K is associated with a multiple of 7~. Since the 
normalized chracter xn of 7~ is obtained as the integral 
it follows that xv is the uniform limit of normalized positive definite 
central functions #, , where for each n, I+!,, is either x., or a uniformly 
convergent sum of characters orthogonal to xn . By the orthogonality 
relations, we conclude at once that for all sufficiently large n, #, = xn 
and, therefore, that for all sufficiently large n, & is associated with 
{“V s : x E H, S E 9”> = Y. Therefore, T is weakly contained in 9. 
Since 9 is closed, T is in 9, and UT is in (Us: S E 9’}. This shows 
that {Us: S E Y} is closed and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now the group H is an [FC]- group satisfying an exact sequence of 
the form (1) -+ K + H -+ E’ -+ (1) with K as above and E’ the direct 
product of a vector group and a discrete FC group. Since n is stable 
under H, ker r is a closed normal subgroup both of K and of H. Every 
element of gn is actually defined on H/ker rr, and in fact (H/ker n),^ = 
l?,, as topological spaces. Thus, we may assume that v is faithful on 
K; then (K E K / x,(K) = dim n> = {I), and the same argument as in 
[5, 17.3.71 (using H- invariance of x,,) shows that K contains a funda- 
mental family of neighborhoods at 1 invariant under the automor- 
phisms k I+ hkh-l (h E H). Th us, K is an [SIN], group. We have, 
therefore, reduced the problem to the following assertion (where we 
now replace H by G). 
(*) Let G be an [FC]-group satisfying (1) -+ K -+ G --t E + (l), 
where K is an [SIN& group, and E = V x D. Assume D is discrete FC. 
If rr E I? is stable under G, then Gv has a HausdorfJ image, Gm*, in G*. 
Step 2. In order to prove (*) we shall show that there exists a 
continuous injection of G,* into a Hausdorff space. Let 6 be the 
abstract group G endowed with the topology obtained by making K 
open. (This device of changing the topology of G was suggested to us 
by its use in [14, Lemma 41.) Then 6 is an [FIA]- group, since V x D 
is actually FC as a discrete group and the compact K contains small G- 
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invariant neighborhoods. Moreover, the identity is a continuous 
map i: 0 + G, so clearly defines a continuous injective map of G 
into 0, rr I+ 7r 0 i. Composing with the canonical map 0 -+ 0* gives 
a continuous map of 0 + 0*; since 0” is Hausdorff ([18, 5.3]), the 
map factors through to a continuous map G* + 0”. Explicitly, this 
latter map sends ker ?T I+ ker( 7~ 0 i), where the kernels are taken in the 
C*-algebras of G and 0, respectively. Thus, in order to show that G,* 
is Hausdorff, it suffices to show the following (by abuse of notation we 
identify rr and rr 0 i, for any 5r E 6). 
(**) If n1 and ‘ITS are in en , and ker n1 # ker r2 in G*, then 
ker 7~~ # ker ~a in 0*. 
Step 3. The crucial step in proving (**) lies in proving the fol- 
lowing special case. Suppose H is a central extension of the group 
E = V x D by the circle group 8, where V is a vector group and D 
is a discrete FC group. Thus, H satisfies a central exact sequence 
(l)-+%+H-+E-+(l),andH is an [FC]- group. If $3 is the abstract 
group of H endowed with the topology obtained by making U open, 
then 9 is an [FIA]- group, and the identity map sends 8 continuously 
onto H. Let 7~ E t be the generating character r(t) = t; then n is 
stable under H, and & is just the set A, of (equivalence classes of) 
irreducible representations of H of class one (in the sense of [l, p. 251). 
Thus, h E A, if and only if A(t) = tl for all t E U. We shall prove that 
if A1 and X, are two such representations, and ker h, # ker A2 in H*, 
then ker X, # ker h, in $5”. In order to do this we, must thoroughly 
analyze the group I(H) f o inner automorphisms of H. Before stating 
the next lemma, let us first recall that for a locally compact group G 
we make the group Aut(G) of topological group automorphisms into a 
topological group by introducing the following basic neighborhoods 
of the identity in Aut(G): if K C G is compact and V is a neighborhood 
of 1 in G, let N(K, V) be the set of all elements 01 in Aut(G) such that 
(X(X) x-l and E-‘(X) x-r belong to V for all x in K. (See III, 3 of 
Hochschild,” The Structure of Lie Group@; for further references to 
the literature concerning Aut(G), see [ll] and [18].) 
LEMMA 2. Let J be a compactly generated open normal subgroup of 
H, and let I(H, J) denote the group of restrictions to J of inner auto- 
morphisms of H. The closure I(H, J)- of I(H, J) in Aut(J) is locally 
compact, and is a finite extension of a locally compact Abelian group. 
Proof. For X, y E H, let [x, y] denote their commutator, [x, y] = 
xyx-ly-l. Let C = {X E H; [x,i] E U for all j E J} = {x E H: x central- 
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izes J modulo 8). The map K: c X J - 8, K(x,~) = [x,j] = I, is 
jointly continuous and bilinear. In fact, since U is central xjx-’ = 
j[~, j]; thus, jj&, j,j,] = xjl jax-l = xjix-ixj,x-l = jl j&, jl][x, j2], 
so [x, jlj2] = [x, jll[~,j21. Also, 
j[x,x, , .I] = x~x~~x;~x;~ = x1 j[x, , jl x;l = j[x, , il[xz , jl, 
If B is any subgroup of C, let JB denote the annihilator of B in J, 
thatis,JB={jEJ:[X,j] =lf or all x E B). Of course J” is a normal 
subgroup of J. Then J/J” is a locally compact Abelian group, and K 
induces a continuous homomorphism B -+ (J/ I”)^. Moreover, the 
image of B is a dense subgroup of (J/ I”)^, since it separates the points 
of J/ JB. On the other hand, for x E H, let b3: denote the restriction to 
J of the corresponding inner automorphism, L,(j) = xj&; thus, 
L: H -+ Aut( J). F or x E B we have K,(j) = Lz( j) . j-i, and the map 
1% w K~ is a bicontinuous monomorphism of L(B) onto a dense sub- 
group of (J/ I”)^. It extends to an isomorphism 01++ x. of L(B)- onto 
( J/JB)^, where x=(j) = a(j) . j-i f or all j E J (in fact, it has a continuous 
inverse x ++ 01~ , where a,(j) = j . x(j))). Thus, L(B)- is a locally 
compact Abelian group, for any subgroup B of C. 
Now, since J is an open, compactly generated subgroup, J contains 
T, and J/U is an open, compactly generated normal subgroup of 
H/U G V x D. Therefore, J/U contains V, and since D is FC, and 
J/U is generated by V and a finite set in D, the centralizer of J/U in 
H/U has finite index. It follows that C has finite index in H; further- 
more, C is normal since J is normal. Therefore, L(C) has finite index 
in L(H) = I(H, J). Furthermore, using the definition of C, we see 
easily that the closure of L(C) in Aut( J) does not include any element 
of I(H, J)\L(C). Thus, the index of L(C)- in I(H, J)- is exactly the 
index of L(C) in I(H, J), and in fact we may choose as coset representa- 
tives for L(C)- in I(H, J) automorphisms coming from a set of coset 
representatives for C in H. (This fact will be important in the proof of 
Lemma 5.) It follows that L(C)- has finite index in I(H, J)-, which 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let ( Ju) denote the family of open, compactly generated normal 
subgroups of H, ordered by inclusion. If Ju. C JV are two such sub- 
groups, let Y,,, denote the restriction map I(H, Jy)- -+ I(H, JU)-, where 
the closures are taken in Aut( JV) and Aut( JU), respectively. 
LEMMA 3. The family (I(H, I”)-, ry+) forms a directed system, with 
each Y,., a continuous open surjection with compact kernel. Moreover, 
I(H)-, the closure of the inner automorphisms of H in Aut(H), is (iso- 
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morphic to) the projective limit projlim I(H, J&)-. In particular, I(H)- is 
a locally compact subgroup of Aut(H). 
Proof. It is clear, first, that I”,~ maps I(H, Jy)- continuously into 
Aut( JU) and that the image is a dense subgroup of I(H, JU)-. Let 
C, = {X E H: [x, Jy] C U}, and let L, , L, denote the maps of H into 
Aut( JU) and Aut( Jy), respectively, where L&(X) is conjugation by x in JU . 
Since C, is of finite index in H (as in the previous lemma), ty(Cy)- is 
of finite index in L”(H)- = I(H, Jy)-, and hU(CV)- is of finite index in 
I(H, JJ-. To show that T*,~ is an open surjection, it clealy suffices 
to show that the restriction of P,,, to Lo- is an open surjection onto 
L,,(C,)-. But if we identify L,(C,)- with ( JV/ JF)- and L~(C’~)- with 
(JU/ JUcv)^ (as in the previous lemma) then the restriction of Y”,~ to 
ly(Cy)- is identified with the canonical open surjection of ( JV/ J>)  ^ onto 
(JN/J>)^ induced by the inclusion JU/ J> + JY/ J> of locally compact 
abelian groups. Thus, P-“,~ is an open surjection. Moreover, Jy is clearly 
in the classes [FC], and [SIN], , where B = ker Y”,~ ; hence, by 
[l 1, 0.11 ker T”,~ is compact. 
Since the restriction maps (r,,,) clearly form a directed system, we 
may formal = projlimI(H, JU)-, h h 1 w ic is ocally compact by Lemma 3 
and the above. For 01 E I(H)-, let oiLl denote the restriction of 01 to 
J,, ; then 01 I+ (01~) is a continuous monomorphism of I(H)- into L, 
and in fact is a homeomorphism onto its image, by the definition of the 
topologies in Aut(H) and in L (by the structure theorem of Robertson 
[20] any compact set in an [El- group is contained in a compactly 
generated open normal subgroup). On the other hand, if (alp) EL, so 
that rv,J4 = a,, , define (II as follows: for x E H, x E Jw , put (Y(X) = 
cy,(x). It is clear that 01 E Hom(H, H), and since 01-l is defined by 
(a,‘), (Y E Aut(H). Also, 01 EI(H)-, as follows quickly from the 
definition of the topology in Aut(H). Hence, 1(H)- is isomorphic to 
projlim I(H, JU)-, and the lemma is proved. 
We will use Lemmas 2 and 3 to define a positive definite central 
Radon measure corresponding to any h E l?1 . Generally, if m is any 
positive definite measure on H, let L, denote the unitary representation 
of H (and by abuse of notation, that ofLl(H) and C*(H)) defined by m. 
(See, for example, [5, 13.7.91 for the definition of this representation.) 
LEMMA 4. Let h E I?, and suppose A is of class one. Then there is a 
positive dejinite central Radon measure m on H, such that ker h = ker L, 
in C*(H). 
Proof. Let J be any compactly generated, open, normal subgroup 
of H. With the notation of Lemma 2, the map x t+ aX identifies (J/ Jc)^ 
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with a subgroup of finite index in I(H, H)-; we denote by oil ,..., OL, 
coset representatives for (j/J”)^ in I(H, I)-. Let dx denote a fixed 
Haar measure on H (which we also take to be Haar measure on J), 
and let da be a fixed Haar measure on I(H)-. Since the restriction map 
r: I(H)- ---f I(H, J)- is an open epimorphism with compact kernel 
(Lemma 3), we shall let da also denote the Haar measure on I(H, J)- 
transported from I(H)- via r. Now (J/J”)^ is open in I(H, J)-, and if 
we denote by dx the restriction to (J/Jc)^ of da, then dx is a Haar 
measure on (J/J”)‘. Finally, choose a Haar measure ds on Jc so that 
the associated measure on J/ JC is dual to dx. We show first that for 
any f, g E C’& J), the continuous functions of compact support on J, 
and any z, E 2 , the representation space of A, the following properties 
hold: 
LY. ++ (A 0 a(g * f)~, v) is a continuous L1 function of c1 on I(H)-, (1) 
(2) 
where 4(x) = (h(x)v, v). By polarization, it clearly suffices to prove 
this claim when g = f “. It is clear that jJ h o o(f)z) jj2 is continuous and 
nonnegative in 01 and constant on the cosets of ker Y. Hence, we may 
write 
But h is of class one, so (1 h 0 wdfb II2 = .Lf” *f (44 0 44x)> dx = 
.Lf" *fW 0 44 x(4 dx- 
Hence, the sum in question equals 
= cl s,J,Jc,A j,:Jc jJcP * fW4 0 44 x(4 ds d* dx- 
If we set gi(2) = J,cf’ *f (xs)+ 0 CQ(XS) ds, then g, 6 C,,( J/ JC), and, 
moreover, g, is positive definite. In fact, g, is obtained as the image of 
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f;e;ef)$+ 0 cq) under the composition of the two maps T, 0 T, , 
1 : C0dJ) -+ CdJ/(J’)3 and 
T,: G,(J/(J’)-> -+ G,,U/U’)-/Jc/U’)-) = GUJc> 
are the appropriate Weil transformations (“averaging over cosets”) 
(see [19, III, Section 31). It follows from [9, Proposition 3.51 that Tl 
preserves positive definiteness, since (J’)- is compact (by [l 1, Theorem 
3.201, a compactly generated [FC]- group has a relatively compact 
commutator subgroup). To see that T, preserves positive definiteness, 
we first recall that for any locally compact Abelian group A, an 
element q5 E C,,(A) is positive definite if and only if the Fourier 
transform 4 > 0 and 6 E Ll(A). Next we point out that in [19, IV, 
Section 4.3 and V, Section 51 it is shown that if f E C,,,(A), iffELl( 
and Tf is the Weil transformation off with respect to some closed 
subgroup B of A, then (Tf )^ E Ll((A/B)^). These remarks imply that 
Tz preserves positive definiteness. Therefore, we may apply the 
Fourier inversion theorem to gi , obtaining 
= %igi(l) = -$ jJCfV *fW o Ori@) ds- 
This proves (1) and (2). 
We can now define the measure m = m, as follows: For f E C,,(J), 
let (f, m> = Cy=:, JFf (s) 4 o ai ds. m is well defined as a positive 
definite Radon measure on H. In fact, since the compactly generated 
open normal subgroups are directed upwards by inclusion, we need 
only compare the definitions of m in case one subgroup contains the 
other. Now if Jv 3 J is another compactly generated open normal 
subgroup of H, p1 ,..., &, are coset representatives for ( Jv/ J,“)^ in 
I(H, Jv)-, and (13~) is an approximate identity in C,,(J), then 
= t1 s,"(Sj *f)(s'M o M') ds'; 
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letting j -+ GO we get (f, m) = Ci J,“cvf (s’) + 0 Bi(S’) ds’. It is simple 
to check that m is central. Formula (2) can now be rewritten as follows: 
For all f, g E C,(H), 
Let L, denote the representation of H defined by m, and for 
f E C,,(H) let [f] denote the class of f modulo the usual ideal 
{h E C,(H): (h’ * h, m} = 0) in C,,(H). Then formula (3) shows that 
for f E G,(H), g E G&O 
liL(g)[flli%m = 
Since any element of C*(H) can be approximated by functions in 
Glmf 1, bM[f Da% 
(k *fly k *fl>.em = <k*fY*g*f,m) 
s rw- ll~-4g*f)~ll~&. (4) 
C,,(H), an application of the dominated convergence theorem shows 
that the same formula above holds for g E C*(H). We can now show 
that ker h = ker L, in C*(H). If g E ker L, , then (4) shows that 
J-,(H)- II h 0 4g *fb 11’ da = 0 f or all f E C,,(H). By continuity of the 
integrand, h(g) h(f)v = 0 for all f E C,,,,(H), and since z’ is cyclic for A, 
X(g) = 0. Thus, ker L,, C ker A. On the other hand, if X(g) = 0, 
then h 0 LX(g) = &h(g) A;’ = 0 for all x E H; by continuity of 
/I X 0 a(g)w jj in oi for each g, w, we conclude that X 0 a(g) = 0 for all 
01 E I(H)-. Equations (4) now show that L,(g) = 0, so that ker L,,, = 
ker A, and the lemma is proven. 
We are now ready to conclude Step 3 by proving statement (* *) 
for the special case G = H. 
LEMMA 5. If A, and A, are representations of class one in l?, and 
ker A, # ker A, in H*, then ker X, # ker A, in b*. 
Proof. We recall first that sj is a central extension of T by the 
discrete FC group E, = V, x D (where V, is the vector group V 
made discrete), so that 8 is an [FIAJ- group, that is by [l 1, 0.11, 
I($)- is compact. Let h denote an irreducible representation of H of 
class one, D a unit vector in en , and 4(x) = (h(x) a, o). If we regard 4 
as a function on 5, via the identity map fi -+ H then 4” = 
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&,,- 4 0 a da is the “character” associated with A, and it follows from 
[18, 5.21 that I## determines ker h in $*. Let J be a compactly gener- 
ated, open, normal, subgroup of H, and as in Lemma 4 let 01~ ,..., a, 
be coset representatives for (J/ JC)^ in I(H, J)-. We show first that for 
any x E J, regarded as an element of $j, 
(5) 
In fact, let f, %?, $’ denote the subgroups J, C, JC, respectively, 
considered as subgroups of 9. Since % is just the centralizer of $ 
modulo T, and the index of %’ in f, is of course just the index of C 
in H, the argument of Lemma 2 can be repeated to show that (f/$“)^ 
is a subgroup of finite index in I(!$, f)-. In fact, as we remarked at the 
end of the proof of Lemma 2, the coset representatives for ($I$“)^ 
in I(!& $)-, as well as the coset representatives ‘xi for (J/ JC)^ in 
I(H, J)-, can be taken to be the inner automorphisms coming from 
coset representatives of %’ in $s (i.e., of C in H). Therefore, we have 
for all x E $ (since h is of class one) 
1 
0 x E f\J@ 
= l/n. i + 0 c&) XEfW. 
i=l 
(We arrive at the factor l/n by setting x = 1). 
Now suppose A, and A, are irreducible representation of H of class 
one, with +r and & corresponding positive definite functions. If 
ker A, = ker ha in $*, then it follows from [18, Theorem 5.21 that 
94” = 64” on sj. Formula (5) of this lemma now shows that the 
measure m, on H, associated with +r , equals the measure m2 associated 
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with ~#a . Thus, by Lemma 4 ker hi = ker 15,~ = ker ~5~~ = ker h, in 
H*. This completes the proof of the lemma and of Step 3. 
Step 4. We now return to the general case considered in statement 
(*) and Step 2. According to the Mackey theory [17, Theorem 8.21 
there is a cocycle CC-~ of E = V x D and an a-i representation TC of 
G such that 7~’ lK = n (here we may identify 01-l with its inflation to a 
cocycle on G). We may assume in this case that 01-l is continuous. In 
fact, by adjusting rr’ we may adjust 01-l by an arbitrary coboundary 
of E; it, therefore, suffices to show that any cocycle 01-l is cohomol- 
ogous to a continuous cocycle. But the cocyles /3 cohomologous to ~-1 
have the form /3(x, y) = U(X) u(y) u(xy)-l, where u ranges over the 
Bore1 cross sections of the central extension (1) -+ U + L -+ E -+ (1) 
defined by (y-1, and we, therefore, need only construct a continuous 
cross-section CT for this extension. To carry out this construction, one 
first uses the commutative diagram of groups, Lie algebras, and 
exponential maps 
(0) __f 9(U) - B(L,) ----f Lq V) ---+ (0) 
1 -1 1 
(1) e----f T ----FL, - I* -----f (0) 
to obtain a continuous cross-section uD : V -+ L, (L, is the connected 
component of 1 in L); then one pieces together a continuous cross- 
section u: E +L. Now let H be the central extension of E by U 
defined by 01 and fix a continuous section u for H; then since u is 
continuous H = T x E as topological spaces. For any h E r-;i (the 
irreducible unitary representations of class one of H) let h’ denote the 
a-representation of E defined by h (and u). The map h i-t X’ @ r’, 
where h’ @ Z-’ denotes the tensor product of X’ lifted to G and v’, is 
then a bijection between J?i and Gfl . 
LEMMA 6. Let rrl , r2 E GT , and put rl = A,’ @ T’, rTT2 = A,’ @ 7~’ 
as above. If ker 7~~ # ker 7rT2 in G*, then ker h, 1 ker h, in H*. 
Proof. Let a: E -+ H denote the continuous section 3i --+ (1, 3i) (we 
use 2 to denote a generic element of E = V x D = G/K), so that 
with the above notation, X’ = X o u. Suppose ker h, = ker h, in H*; 
then X, is in the closure of {h,} in A. Let 0 f v E PA, , the Hilbert 
space of the representation X, , and for (t, 2) E H, let +(t, 2) = 
<A,(t, i)v, V) = t(A,‘(i) v, v). Then there is a sequence (&), &(t, 2) = 
<h,'(t, 4 a, 9 vn), with vo, E #Al , such that (4%) converges uniformly 
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to 4 on compacta of H. Since u is continuous, (Ar‘(3t) z’,, , v,) ---t 
(&‘(a?)~, v> uniformly on compacta of E. Hence, if w  E A%$ , then 
((4’ 0 d(x) v, 0 w, vl, 0 w> = <&‘(4 v, , v,><~‘(x)w, w> con- 
verges uniformly on compacta of G to ((h2’ @ &)(x)v @ w, v @ w) 
(x E G and now, i = class of x mod K). Therefore, ~a = A,’ Q r’ is 
in the closure of {nr} in G, and by a symmetric argument n1 is in the 
closure of (~2). Thus, ker n1 = ker n2 in G*, and this completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Proof of the theorem. We have seen already that it suffices to prove 
statement (**) in Step 2, in order to prove the theroem. Suppose n1 
and rra are in G+, , and ker rr # ker 7r2 in G*. From Lemma 6 we 
conclude that ker A, + ker Aa in H*, where A, and A, are the associated 
representations in J?i . We can now use Lemma 5 to see that 
ker A, # ker A, in $j*, where $3 is the [FIA]- group obtained from H 
by making E discrete. We only have left to show that this implies 
ker(h,’ @ 7-r’) # ker(h,’ @ 7r’) in Q*, where cli is the [FIA]- group 
obtained from G by making E discrete. Now for any [FIA]- group F, 
and any p E P, let p# denote the multiplicative linear functional on the 
center Z(Ll(F)) of the group algebra of F, defined by p(f) = p#(f) I, = 
364 1, (f E WYF)))* It f o 11 ows from [18,4.12 and 5.21 that ker p I+ p# 
is a bijection (in fact, a homeomorphism) of F* onto the maximal 
ideal space of Z(Ll(F)). Therefore, it suffices to show that (A,’ @ 7-r’)+ = 
(A,’ @ z-‘)# implies (Ar)# = (A,)#. 
Let h denote either h, or A, , choose f ELl($j), and v E ZA ,/I v [j = 1. 
Then 
= ;’ jTj(t, 2) t(h’(x)w, v> dt = &&‘(r)(h’(x)w~ w), 
where g(i) = JTf (t, i)t dt (h ere again we use i to denote a generic 
element of E = 6/K). Let h EP(B) be defined by h(x) = g(g), and 
for x E Q define x(x) = trace(&(x)). If w  E Z$ , I/ w  11 = 1, then 
((A’ @ r’)(hjj)w @ w, w  @ w) = s, h(x) x(x)(X(+, v)(n’(x)w, w) dx 
by the Weil formula [19, III, 3.31 (with dk = normalized Haar 
measure on K), since h’(A) = h’(i) for x E Q, k E K. But is is easy to 
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see that the inner integral is just (dim x)-l. In fact, if we let e, ,..., e, 
be an orthonormal basis for A?,,, , we have 
jK (w'(xk)w, w> x(xk) dk = *; jK (++u, 4$-1 wxe9 ei ) 4v 4 dk 
= l/n i (w, ei>(n’(x)-l w, ~‘(x>-~ ej> 
i=l 
= l/n f I(w, ei)j2 = l/n, 
i=l 
by the orthogonality relations. Therefore, with the above notation, for 
any f f5 W8) 
<A(@, U) = (dim n)-l(X’ @ n’(Q)w @ w, o @ w}. (6) 
If in addition f E .&Cl(b)), then ha E Z(U(0)). In fact, for x, y E 0, 
and t E U, an easy calculation shows that (1, i)(t, z?)( 1, j)-l = 
(t<( Q, A?), j$-I), where 
Hence, 
gu, b) = a(a, b) ct(ab, a-‘) a-+2, u-l) E T. 
h(yxy-1) = g&j-l) = ju tf(t, jq-i-l) dt 
= .r tf(( 1, j)(F( j, k), f)(l) 9)-l) dt u 
=z %(j, 4 ju tf((l, 9)(t, *)(l> j)-7 dt 
ZYz 5(j, 4 I, tf(t, 4 dt = 1(3,4 h(x) 
by the centrality off. On the other hand, since 7~’ is an ol-lrepresenta- 
tion 
d( yxy-1) = [( j, S) 77’(y) x’(x) d( y)-1 
and so ~(yxy-1) = <( j, 3i)-l x(x). Thus, hx( yxy-l) = hf(x), and so 
I22 is central. 
Now, suppose (A,’ @ x-I)+ = (A,’ @ 7~‘)#, as multiplicative linear 
functionals on Z(Ll(0)); then (6) shows that (hi)” = (A,)# on Z(Ll(sj)). 
We conclude that if ker A, # ker A, in 5*, then ker(h,’ @ n’) # 
ker(h,’ @ ‘rr’) in 0*, which completes the proof of (**) in Step 2 and, 
therefore, proves the theorem. 
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3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We would now like to mention some problems related to our 
theorem. First, we are confident that the assumption of 0 compactness 
can be removed. Using Blattner’s results on induced representations 
and the fact that the cocycles we have dealt with are continuous, one 
should be able to carry through our proof in the case that G is arbitrary 
in [FC]-. This would be quite tedious. We think that the following 
problem is also interesting: 
(1) If G is a locally compact group such that the subgroup GF 
of elements whose conjugacy classes are relatively compact is dense 
in G, is G* Hausdorff? A good example of such a group G is the 
example due to Murakami cited in [lo, p. 3851. 
Other problems, in the converse direction, are: 
(2) If G is amenable locally compact and G* is Hausdorff, is 
GF dense in G? 
If G is locally compact and G* is Hausdorff, is G, dense in G? 
If G is locally compact and G* is discrete, is G compact? 
Partial results have been obtained in this direction. The authors 
have shown that if G is amenable and has a compact neighborhood of 
the identity invariant under inner automorphism, then G* Hausdorff 
implies GE [FC]-. This result has also been obtained by Hauen- 
schild. Let us give a proof of this result. 
Assume that G* is Hausdorff and that G is amenable locally compact 
and has a compact invariant neighborhood of the identity. There is a 
compact normal subgroup K with G/K E [SIN], and so without loss 
of generality we assume G E [SIN]. Then C*(G) has a central approxi- 
mate identity, and it follows that every primitive image of C*(G) 
contains an identity. Furthermore, G* is locally compact Hausdorff. 
It now follows from the Dauns-Hofman representation of C*(G) 
(see [4, III, 5.10, 8.11, 8.161) that the center of C*(G) is naturally 
identified with all continuous complex-valued functions vanishing at 
co on G* and in particular separates the points of G*. 
We now argue that the center of C*(G) is “supported” on G, . 
Since G E [SIN], GF is open in G and in a natural way we have 
Li(G,) _CLr(G) and C*(G,) _C C*(G). We claim that with this identifi- 
cation the center ZC*(G) C C*(GF). We establish this claim by 
showing C*(GF)l C ZC*(G)l: i.e., if z c~#~ is a finite linear combina- 
tion of positive definite functions which vanishes on G, , then C ci${ 
is in the weak * closed linear span of elements 4 - 4”, where 4 ranges 
over the positive definite functions, p(r) = +(xyx-r), and x ranges 
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over G. Here we keep in mind that the map f ++ f “: L1( G) --+ L*(G) 
extends to a map C*(G) -+ C*(G), and that an element a in C*(G) is 
in the center ZC*(G) if and only if a” = a for all x E G. 
Suppose C ci& is a linear combination of positive definite functions 
which vanishes on G, . Then since G is amenable we may find for 
each i an fi E C,,(G) such that fi * fi’( 1) = (bi( 1) and fi * fi’ is close to 
+i in the uniform on compacta topology. If r is the restriction map to 
G, , we also have r(fi c fi’)(l) = r(&)(l) and r(fi * fi’) close to r(&) 
in the uniform on compacta topology for each i. Therefore, 
c cdfi * fi’ - Y(fi * fi’)) is close to C ci(di - r($i)) = C cidi in the 
topology of convergence against elements of Ll(G), and since the 
norm of C ci( fi * fi’ - r( fi * fi’)) in the dual of C*(G) is bounded by 
2x / ci / r&(l), also in the weak * topology of convergence against 
elements of C*(G). Thus, we have shown that C ci& is in the weak* 
closed linear span of elements of the form f if” - r(f *f ‘) where 
f~ C,,(G). Take such an f, and write it f = fi + f2 + *.a + fn , 
where the fi are supported in distinct cosets of G, . Then f x fv = 
Cfi *fj’ and r(f *f’) = Cfi *fi’, and so f *f’ - r(f *f’) = 
& fi * fi’. Given a prescribed compact set K and indices i # j, we 
may easily find an x(i, j) E G such that supp (fi * fi”)z(id CT K = +. 
Therefore, f *f” - r( f *f ‘) = &+ fi * fj’ - (fi * fj”)zW on K. 
Furthermore, the norm of the last sum is bounded independently of 
the x(i, j); hence, f *f” - y( f *f “) is in the weak * closed linear span 
of elements 4 - p and, thus, is in ZC*(G)l. All together we have 
shown C*(G,)J- C K*(G)1 and so ZC*(G) C C*(G,). Now suppose 
G # G, . Then we can find a nontrivial irreducible representation r 
of G which is the identity operator on G, ; let no denote the trivial 
representation of G. Let P = ker rr in C*(G) and P,, = ker z,, in 
C*(G). Then P n C*(G,) = P,, n C*(G,) and so ZC*(G) fails to 
separate P from PO, although P # PO . We have seen that if G* is 
Hausdorff this is impossible, and so we conclude G = G, ; i.e., 
G E [FC]-. 
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